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Introduction.
Data and distribution
Distribution continues to be an important component of the global economy.
Moving goods across states or from one country to another is a complex and vital part of the
supply chain.
However, like most industries, distributors are facing digital disruption and macro pressures.
These include manufacturers wanting better efficiencies and retailers needing increased
responsiveness, both of which continue to put pressure on already slim margins.
You may be experiencing distributor-bypass as some retailers are deciding to work directly
with manufacturers. Competition is also getting tougher as most sectors are saturated, and
there is the ongoing threat of online retail giant Amazon and smaller online players entering the
wholesale distribution market.
For wholesale distributors to compete and grow in the future, they need a precise understanding
of business operations, from the backend manufacturing to the front-end customer-facing sales
and marketing efforts.
Volumes of information are created every business day from departments and systems across
your company. This data provides the evidence of activities and proof of performance that help
companies understand what is working and what can improve. The data also provides validation
that decision makers need to move forward or pull back.
To access this data in a consolidated form, you need a data analytics solution that integrates with
your ERP and the rest of your enterprise software. The solution needs to be customizable to fit
your business and the specific needs of different departments.
As technologies continue to emerge and are combined in new and creative ways, the distributors
who take advantage of their data will gain competitive advantage over those who don’t.
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Building a data-driven
culture.
Phocas has considerable experience working with distribution
companies.
We are familiar with the industry preferred ERPs and the importance of a
compatible, intuitive data analytics solution.
Distributors share common goals, including maximizing orders, refining margins, meeting
meaningful and trackable SLAs and KPIs, and providing superior customer service. While most of
these goals are tactical, businesses need to be more strategic and data-driven to achieve them.
We have a three-part process that helps to ensure that our customers can build a strong datadriven business strategy. Phocas is actively engaged in steps one and two. The last part comes
down to the culture of the organisation and a team’s willingness to adapt.

1 Identify all the data sources
2 Measure, predict and optimize the outcomes from your data
3 Adapt your business to do what the data analysis recommends

First, companies must identify the data they want to analyse. Does all the data come from your
ERP or do you have other data sources such as finance and purchasing you also want to review?
You need to combine and manage all of this data into a single source of truth so you have a 360
degree view of your business. You will also want deployment options (on-premise or cloud are
standard). For those on the cloud, proven success with cloud-based platforms is essential and can
save headaches for those in transition phases - to join old ERP data with new cloud-based data.

Next, you need to measure, predict and optimize outcomes from your data. For many using
data analytics, this means having a dedicated IT team and data analyst building sophisticated
models. To make data accessible to all in your business, we recommend seeking out a software
vendor that offers you industry-matched data analytics that is easy and intuitive for everyone to
use. This means dashboards, scorecards, and pre-built alerts developed with the standard KPIs
a typical distributor requires. During integration, it’s imperative that your vendor collaborate with
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sales representatives, CFOs and purchasing managers. With this knowledge, you can set-up
metrics that are aligned with goals that have been set, so they can use the data analytics every
day and share outcomes with their customers.

Third, and most critical, your management must possess the will to transform your business so
that the data insights actually yield better decisions. The data analysis may contradict your longterm business practice, so you need to be prepared to lead by example and change the way you
operate. This is how you develop a data-driven culture.
You need to trust the process and the data, which means managers need transparent and
convenient ways to regularly access the data. Dashboards can help you quickly find the data you
need to determine the best course of action. The insights mined from your data will become the
common language of your business and will drive conversations between internal teams.
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CASE STUDY

Heritage Brands.
Heritage Brands, formed through a merger of Creative Brands and Incolabs,
is an Australian-owned business that caters nationally to the health, wellness
and beauty markets.
Based in Melbourne, Heritage Brands sells directly to the major mass variety retailers and over
4,500 pharmacies. As part of the merger, Heritage Brands restructured its sales force to cope
with the increased volume of existing sales and to develop strategies for further growth. Their
data, however, was being held in a range of ERP and backend systems (one being SAP, the other
Pronto) maintained by the two previous companies.
Systems and applications manager Jamie Pole explained they identified a need for a BI solution
that would allow them to merge all their data (such as debtor code conversations, over 2,500
duplicates, as well as stock code conversions) to one central database.
While it was a challenge merging the two systems, Phocas was a necessary tool to assist the
restructured sales force to come to grips with new products, sales history, and new customers.

“It also allows us to do gap analysis quickly and effectively
target customers for other products. It also allows us to help our
customers increase sales and grow their businesses.”

Phocas gives Heritage Brands
a clear view of their business.

READ FULL CASE STUDY
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It’s a matter of time.
Time is an exceptionally useful lens through which to view your
inventory.
For example, most products you might currently consider dead stock didn’t
start out that way.
Maybe the product was a fast mover and then it was replaced with a new version by the vendor.
Perhaps your customers’ preferences changed, or a competitive product pushed it out of the
market.
You probably agree that if you knew you had to liquidate something, or it would eventually
have to be written off, you would want to know as soon as it became slow moving. With that
knowledge, you could have initiated a promotion to move any remaining stock and make the
most profit while clearing the inventory.

The faster you know about potential problems or can identify
trends, the better position you will be in and the sooner you can
address and resolve the issues before they begin to significantly
impact your bottom line.
Centralized data analytics serves as a single source of truth that converts raw information into
actionable intelligence. It makes time your ally, placing at your fingertips the answers to your
stock and inventory questions so you can make more effective, timely data-driven decisions.

Aggregating and analyzing your data can have a significant
impact on your ability to accurately track your stock and
inventory.
Proactively identifying trends and patterns such as customer purchasing
behavior becomes easier, helping your business remain responsive,
profitable and ready for growth.
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How would your purchasing and procurement change if you could quickly and accurately review
the following:
•

Inventory levels across all your branches or distribution centers

•

Monthly supply based on average monthly sales

•

Stock on order and stock in transit

•

Products your key customers are or aren’t buying

•

Number of days your inventory has remained on the shelf

•

Number of deliveries you’ve made in full on time in the last week, month or quarter

•

Average inventory investment compared to net profit

Data analytics makes it easy to track a variety of metrics and create and share customized
reports. Dashboards display intuitive charts, graphs and tables, helping eliminate reporting
and analysis challenges within your business, while allowing you to dig deeper into your
transactional data.

When everyone across your business is reviewing the same data in
a format that they understand, your teams can confidently make
important decisions to keep your business moving forward.
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Reporting: New ways to
review key metrics.
Competition is fierce for wholesale distributors so visibility
across every aspect of your business is imperative to drive
profitability.
Data analytics solutions provide quality reporting on a variety of metrics.
In this e-Guide, we have outlined how three important distribution metrics are managed within
Phocas and the different ways a user can assess margins, measure stock cover and classify
customer profitability.
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Metric 1: Margin enrichment
Tracking profit margins is a full-time activity in distribution. Out-of-date reporting systems
with little to no visibility beyond sales data can result in your business spending more money to
sell products than they cost. Even if revenues are up, unless monitored closely, margins within
individual sales can erode, leading to strategies that may not be in the best interest of your
business. Reasons for margin erosion are many and diverse, so it’s important to track if and when
product pricing changes, whether at the distribution center or the point of sale.
In Phocas, you can “drill down” into granular layers of your data, allowing your salespeople to
view margin by customer and by product, product class or product category. This information
helps guide optimal sales strategies and influence product mix decisions.

Metric 2: Stock coverage
Managing inventory levels is an art and a science. So let’s review the scientific data-driven
element by looking at a basic equation that helps us calculate stock coverage.
It may vary from company to company; however, the process will look something like this:
Step 1 – calculate the true stock available (net stock levels)
(Stock On Hand + Stock On Order + Stock In Transit) – (Consignment Stock + Back Orders) = Net Stock

Step 2 – calculate your average weekly run rate using sales history
Total Unit Sales for 12 months/ 52 weeks = Average weekly unit sales

Step 3 – calculate your stock coverage (in weeks)
Net Stock/ Average weekly unit sales = Stock Coverage in Weeks

You can calculate your stock coverage in weeks (or months), and then compare this to your lead
times. For example, if your stock coverage is four weeks and it takes 12 weeks for stock to be
delivered, there is a good chance you’re going to be out-of-stock for eight weeks if unit sales
continue on trend for that SKU.
No doubt, you perform these calculations and take into consideration other factors as you apply
the ‘art’ to the process. This means taking into consideration all the other subjective things
going on in the business, i.e. new product launches or other products superseding obsolete
stock. Your Phocas data will provide you a Stock Coverage report that is always up-to-date and
easy to access. It is also flexible, meaning you can adapt it to look at the product group level
or isolate it to a specific warehouse location. There will be no more “out of stock” situations or
getting caught with large “dead stock” quantities. You can also identify “slow-moving” stock
before it becomes a problem.
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Metric 3: Customer profitability
A key benefit of data analytics is the ability to understand the needs of your customers.
Low-profit customers can come at a high cost, so it’s critical to have a comprehensive and accurate
understanding of your customers to minimize at risk relationships and keep profitability strong.
A customer profitability analysis is an evaluation of your customers’ buying patterns. Using your
customer data, you can apply measurements to key metrics such as customer sales volume,
gross margins, loyalty, and cost to serve.
Phocas has evaluated the distribution industry and pinpointed specific elements that affect
profitability such as sales volume and cost-to-serve. Phocas has also developed a means to
weigh these variables so companies can rank customers by their level of profitability.
A high cost-to-serve can wipe out the gross margin if the customer requires significant service
and support, easily tipping the balance from profit to loss. Here are the different KPIs of cost
to serve.
•

Order sizes and frequency of orders: This metric impacts your inventory and handling costs.
Frequent small orders incur higher sales administration costs than less frequent and larger
orders. Order behavior that varies greatly also impacts your ability to accurately forecast your
inventory needs.

•

Accounts receivable: The cost to extend credit to a customer is determined by your own
capital sources. A customer’s payment history is key to extending credit and payment
history.

•

The rate of returns and exchanges: Customers that frequently return or exchange items
cost more due to additional handling and restocking expenses.

•

Sales administration: This is the cost of sales and service calls. Customers that require
multiple sales visits, or place multiple orders, cost more than customers that place orders in a
single batch.

•

Shipping or delivery: Customers that place multiple orders or require same-day delivery
increase your delivery costs.
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The changing needs of
customers.
Technology is also changing the way customers behave.
The ubiquitous use of mobile phones is affecting how we communicate.
What was once a call, is now a text or a click. Many business people don’t use a computer; rather
they manage their entire business from their phones or tablets.
Some of Phocas’ distribution customers now offer self-service portals so their customers can
make purchases and directly monitor their accounts. Their Phocas data analytics helps them
understand that this channel is fast becoming a preferred method for re-ordering. Sales reps
only visit when they have news of a new product or a change in service.
Meanwhile, Gartner predicts that by 2020, 85 percent of all customer interactions with an
enterprise will be done without speaking to a human.
According to research from Google, mobile technology drives or influences an average of more
than 40 percent of revenue in leading B2B organizations, especially in industries such as distribution
that depend more on sales than marketing to drive revenue. Business-to-business mobile usage is
expected to increase, which means this channel may drive more revenue in the future.
Providing customers with a seamless mobile experience can give you an edge. Distributors’
websites are often limited in their e-commerce and customer support capabilities, yet today’s B2B
buyers want to go online – from any device – to manage their relationship with you. Transforming
your post-sale experience can help you retain customers, boost referrals and drive revenue.
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CASE STUDY

Mercury Lighting.
Mercury Lighting is Canada’s largest independent lighting solutions
provider with two locations, 20,000 square feet of warehouse space and
nearly 9,000 SKUs.
The 45-person company specializes in lighting solutions for six verticals, including retail,
property management, industrial, office, outdoor and ESCOs.
For Mercury, every client presents a new challenge, and while lighting may be the common
denominator for most solutions, every project is an opportunity to create something unique.
As a result, each Mercury salesperson is considered a specialist within a specific vertical or
product line. With this business approach, it is critical for Mercury to listen to clients, understand
their purchasing behavior and gain as much market intelligence as possible. Armed with this
information, the company can better serve customers across Canada.

“Our markets have changed significantly the past five years,” said
Eric Tordjman, one of the owners of Mercury.
“The change is a function of technology, so the old methods of
buying materials and hanging on to them for six months and not
knowing if and when you’re going to sell them, no longer works.
Data has taken our understanding of customers and their
purchasing patterns, as well as market conditions, to another
level. We used to be very reactive in our approach, but today we
have access to better information.”

Phocas illuminates a pathway
to success for Mercury Lighting.

READ FULL CASE STUDY
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Why Phocas?
In the fast-paced distribution industry, an increasing number
of companies are turning to industry-specific data analytics to
address key challenges of their businesses and help them be
more competitive.
Phocas was created to make data analytics more self-serving, allowing you
to craft how you want to aggregate and analyze your business data so that
you can effectively adapt to the changing needs of your customers and the
marketplace.
Phocas makes it simple for your users, regardless of skill level, to review metrics and find
actionable insights and determine the best course of action for their customers and
your company. Your data becomes the common language of your business with Phocas
technology, including AI built specifically for distribution companies, as the engine that steers
the conversations. Phocas’ fully customizable dashboards and reporting capabilities will
consistently lead to the discovery of new opportunities that will drive your success.
We recognise our customers are busy running businesses, not technology. We’ve worked with
distributors for almost 20 years, and they make up a large percentage of our customer base.
It’s tough for mid-market distributors to keep up with the pace of technology and competitive
change, which is why Phocas Software exists. Our user-friendly BI software keeps you efficient
and competitive.
If you would like to discuss the future of your business and how data can help improve your
performance, we have a number of friendly data specialists who are happy to help.
Book a no-obligation free consultation or go to our distribution section of our website for more
information.
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Get in touch.
Learn how Phocas can help you achieve your business goals.
Give us a call:

UK/Europe: +44 1865 364 103
Asia/Pacific: +61 2 6369 9900
North America: +1 877 387 4004
Or email us directly:

Email: marketing@phocassoftware.com

Want to know more?.
Want to understand why distribution customers
love Phocas?
See our distribution testimonials here.

Visit Phocas for distribution page
Book a demo – https://phoc.as/BookDemo
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